
You jump in feet first and make a bunch of low tox changes only to
get pushback from your family? 

Maybe your partner or family doesn't share the same level of
enthusiasm or worse they simply don’t see the need for change.

You, on the other hand are sick and tired of being sick and tired
and have finally made the decision to make healthy changes for
everyone and don't appreciate the opposition. 

I know how you feel, I’ve been there and I’m here to tell you that with
thoughtful conversations and hard core evidence, you will see your
family coming around to the greener side. 

And always, we're looking for wins and

compromises, not battles!

tips for having meaningful

Conversations with your 

partner and family

-going low tox-

Does this sound familiar?
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When you first approach your partner or family, act as if you just found out new
information for the first time, you're shocked and want them to know the same
information.        
  
Example: "I was reading this article today and it turns out that scientific research has
shown that putting formaldehyde on our skin has terrible adverse reactions and that
it actually causes cancer. You know, I've read this before but didn't really think
anything of it until I saw that Johnson's Baby shampoo actually contains
formaldehyde...isn't that crazy? Who would have thought that a company would be
allowed to put such a harmful chemical in baby shampoo? I actually find that a bit
scary. What do you think about that, honey? I know I certainly don't want to be putting
anything like that on my body and skin, thank goodness we didn't use Johnson's Baby
Shampoo on our kids!" 

- You get the idea, make it like it's a new discovery and a non-threatening casual
conversation.

Another great way to start on the same page is to watch documentaries together. I
would suggest watching the documentary on your own at first to make sure it's worth
the time to watch together. Also, check to ensure the documentary has credible
sources.

Its always easier when everyone is at 

the discovery stage together
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Why would this person want to do this? 
What's in it for them?           
What would be the outcome if the change is made?          

 Try using logic to persuade someone to see something/idea in a new or different
way.         

Before bringing up the subject, ask yourself: 

logic-emotion-credibility
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Using Logic

 So for example: If someone in your home has chronic dry skin or rashes, you
can logically think that it could be the laundry products (most common cause of
unexplained rashes), also, soaps, gels or lotions. 

Getting to the bottom of what's causing the problem and trying to fix it seems
like a logic course of action. 

In this case, presenting the notion of changing one thing at a time until the
culprit is found seems logical and in everyone's best interest. It is also logical to
think that if the ingredients in that product are harming one person they could
also cause current or future issues for other family members.     
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"Educating the mind without

educating the heart is no

education at all"

Aristotle
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Emotion

If you're like me, you love your family and bringing products into your home that
you know cause harm just doesn't sit well in your gut. It's like saying "yes, Johnny,
go ahead and stick your hand in that fire, it will only burn a little."  

Looking out for the well-being of your family is an important job and many
people will spend hours of research to guide them to the best decisions. How
can you argue when it comes to a family members health and well-being?

Using the same example: Your teenage daughter has chronic rashes, it causes
her embarrassment and anxiety at school. She feels insecure about her
appearance and what people may be saying about her. As parents you would
want to make choices that would improve the situation for your daughter. If it
means switching products to lower or nontoxic versions, that seems like a no-
brainer.

Never use scare tactics ever, 

that is never a good idea!
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Having credible sources is crucial to sounding knowledgeable and non-reactive. 

Depending on a company to be completely truthful with consumers is very naive
and further investigation must be taken. 

There are 2 terms you need to know: Greenwashing and Fairy-dusting.

Greenwashing is when a company will market its products as "green" or "all
natural" when the ingredient list is completely toxic. There is no governing body
over personal care or cleaning products and the government doesn't require
ingredient lists be published at all, (so as not to expose their "trade secrets"). 

Fairy-dusting is when a company will make a claim about a certain ingredient
and the benefits of that ingredient. When in fact, there is so little of that key
ingredient used that no real benefit can be made.

An example of Fairy-dusting would be a Rose hand lotion that is marketed to
have beneficial healing properties due to the rose. In fact, it only has rose
fragrance on the ingredient list. A synthetic fragrance has zero beneficial healing
properties!

It can be extremely confusing to get real information for a product. If you visit a
website of a company that is employing greenwashing techniques, you will think
this is the most pristine, greenest company ever. Some companies will go as far
as to discredit credible scientific data or rewrite the data in their favor. For this
reason, additional research must be taken to get the whole story.  
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credibility
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As a family do you have shared and passionate values?  
I'm sure there are companies that you support because you believe in their
mission or charitable organizations that you donate to based on your family's
values and beliefs.  

In this respect, purchasing from companies that embody your values and not
purchasing from companies that go against what you believe is a great way to
get on the same page with your partner.  

Where we spend our dollars is also critical in sending a message to a company
that you are unhappy or disagree with their practices.                 
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Let your money do the talking

 There is a sourcing principle called Impact Sourcing. Its when a
company chooses suppliers based on the impact made to a
community, region or country.  An example of this: Dr Bronner's uses
palm oil in their soaps but when faced with zero suppliers that were
harvesting in a sustainable manner, they started their own palm oil
company that is located in Ghana. Not only do they pay the farmers a
fair wage but, they have on-going projects throughout the Asuom
community. They are making a positive difference in the lives of their
workers and they now have a supply of sustainable, organic palm oil.
Not all companies will create a new sourcing company but they will go
to great lengths to stand behind their mission and purpose. These
companies need customers to support them so they can continue this
ethical way of doing business. Your dollars will go further in the long
run when you choose products and goods that make an impact on
another life and at the end of the day, isn't that what life is about?
Impacting lives for the better!
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How can I most effectively deliver the information?

Do I need to appeal to their emotional side?

Do I need to spell it out logically and explain it factually?

Do I appear as a fully credible source of information?

Do we make the discoveries together?
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ask these questions

7 Resources for further research

Environmental Working Group

National Center for Biotechnology Information

Breast Cancer Prevention Partners

Women for a Healthy Environment

Safer Chemicals, Healthy Families

the Think Dirty App

https://www.ewg.org/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
https://www.bcpp.org/
http://www.womenforahealthyenvironment.org/
https://saferchemicals.org/
https://www.thinkdirtyapp.com/

